We study the existence of chimera states, i.e. mixed states, in a globally coupled sine circle map lattice, with different strengths of inter-group and intra-group coupling. We find that at specific values of the parameters of the CML, a completely random initial condition evolves to chimera states, having a phase synchronised and a phase desynchronised group, where the space time variation of the phases of the maps in the desynchronised group shows structures similar to spatiotemporally intermittent regions. Using the complex order parameter we obtain a phase diagram that identifies the region in the parameter space which supports chimera states of this type, as well as other types of phase configurations such as globally phase synchronised states, two phase clustered states and fully phase desynchronised states. We estimate the volume of the basin of attraction of each kind of solution. The STI chimera region is studied in further detail via numerical and analytic stability analysis, and the Lyapunov spectrum is calculated. This state is identified to be hyperchaotic as the two largest Lyapunov exponents are found to be positive. The distributions of laminar and burst lengths in the incoherent region of the chimera show exponential behaviour. The average fraction of laminar/burst sites is identified to be the important quantity which governs the dynamics of the chimera. After an initial transient, these settle to steady values which can be used to reproduce the phase diagram in the chimera regime.
The study of chimera states, i.e. mixed states where synchronised and desynchronised dynamics coexist, has been at the forefront of studies in nonlinear dynamics involving both theoretical and experimental systems. A variety of classes of chimera states, i.e. states which contain coexisting domains of distinct kinds of spatiotemporal behaviour can be seen. These include multi-headed chimera states, travelling chimera states, amplitude chimera states, twisted chimera states etc, and have been seen in coupled oscillator models such as the Kuramoto model,coupled Ginzburg-Landau oscillators and other systems. Here, we investigate chimera and other states in a coupled sine circle map lattice which is a discrete version of coupled oscillator systems. The CML consists of two populations of globally coupled identical sine circle maps with distinct values for the intergroup and intragroup coupling. We observe spatiotemporally intermittent chimeras, i.e. states which consist of a synchronised subgroup, and a state where coherent (phase synchronised) and incoherent (phase incoherent) domains co-exist, at low values of the nonlinearity map parameter. Such STI chimeras have been observed earlier in coupled oscillators models such as Stuart-Landau oscillators, Ginzburg-Landau oscillators, coupled optical resonators, chemical reactions etc. We analyse the STI chimera seen in the CML system by plotting the phase diagram of the system using the global order parameter, and identifying the region where STI chimeras can be seen. The basin stability of the STI chimera state, as opposed to other states e.g. fully synchronised states, fully desynchronised states and two cluster states, which can be seen in the phase diagram is established. The linear stability analysis of the chimera region is carried out, using analytic and numerical methods. The a) Electronic mail: joydeep@physics.iitm.ac.in b) Electronic mail: gupte@physics.iitm.ac.in Lyapunov exponents obtained via this analysis establish that the STI chimera is hyperchaotic. Further, the pairwise order parameter is used to distinguish laminar and burst sites, and the time evolution of the laminar and burst sites show that the fraction of laminar and burst sites in the system reaches a steady state. The phase diagram obtained from these stationary states matches the phase diagram obtained from the complex order parameter exactly. We also study the distributions of laminar and burst sites in the system, and find that they fall off exponentially due to the globally coupled nature of the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The chimera phase pattern is a remarkable spatiotemporal property found in spatially extended dynamical systems. This phase pattern has been seen in systems of coupled phase oscillators and was recently discovered in coupled map lattice models [29] [30] [31] [32] . In the context of dynamical systems, the 'chimera' state is defined to be a state with the characteristic stable coexistence of a synchronous group of oscillators together with a desynchronised group of oscillators. Similar dynamical behaviour was found in early studies of unihemispheric sleep 33 and the asynchronous eye closure 34 of sea mammals, birds and reptiles. In addition to the phase coupled oscillator systems mentioned above, this kind of spatiotemporal behaviour has also been seen to exist in other oscillator systems. These include non-locally coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau oscillators 1 , delay-coupled rings of phase oscillators 6 , bipartite oscillator populations 7, 8 , StuartLandau oscillators 9 , networks of Kuramoto oscillators 10, 11 , coupled chemical oscillators [12] [13] [14] , and mechanical oscillator networks 15 . The detailed analysis of oscillator systems with different kinds of coupling has been reviewed recently by Omel'chenko 16 .
Here, we study the existence of chimera states in a coupled map lattice which is a discrete analog of coupled phase oscillator system where both space and time are considered to be discrete. The chimera phase state as well as other other mixed states were reported in specific systems of coupled map lattices in both theoretical 29, 30 models and experimental systems 31, 32 . The CML, used here, is of the form used in Refs. 29, 30 and consists of two populations of globally coupled identical sine circle maps where the strength of the coupling within each population and that between the maps belonging to distinct populations take different values. Oscillator models with two species of identical dynamical units, leading to chimera states have been explored earlier in refs. 4, [17] [18] [19] [20] for phase oscillators and in Ref. 21 for Fitzhugh-Nagumo oscillators. The existence of chimera states in globally coupled systems has also been reported for systems of Stuart-Landau oscillators and for the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation [35] [36] [37] .
We note that different types of chimera states with interesting spatio-temporal behaviours have been studied in various contexts. These include multiheaded chimera states 22, 23 , travelling chimera states 24, 25 , multi-chimera states 26, 27 , twisted chimera states 28 , and amplitude chimera states 38 . It was also shown earlier that the specific CML which we study here can support another kind of mixed state, namely the splay-chimera state where the coexistence of a phase synchronised group of maps and a phase desynchronised group of maps consisting of splay phase configurations was reported 30 . In this paper, we report the existence of yet another kind of chimera state for this system, where the evolution of random initial conditions in certain regions of the parameter space results in a new class of chimera solutions where the space time variation of the desynchronised group shows spatiotemporally intermittent behaviour. In addition to the chimera states described here, this system supports various other kinds of phase configurations viz. globally synchronised states, two phase clustered states, fully phase desynchronised states, etc. We define a complex order parameter for the entire system as well as for each group. We show that the transition between these phase configurations upon the change of the parameters can be identified from these order parameters which take unique values for each of these states. We thus obtain the phase diagram of the coupled map lattice and identify the regimes which support chimera states of this type, and regimes which support other phase configurations. Subsequent analysis focusses on the chimera region of the phase diagram and its neighbourhood. We note that chimeras with co-existing coherent and incoherent regions with spatiotemporally intermittent structures have also been seen in systems of coupled oscillators with global 37, [39] [40] [41] [42] and local coupling [43] [44] [45] .
We carry out the stability analysis of each solution thus identified with special focus on the analysis of the chimera states having spatiotemporally intermittent structures. We note that the phase space is high dimensional, leading to the existence of multiattractor solutions at identical parameter values. We find the relative volume of the basin of attraction of all these solutions including the STI chimera and its mirrored version by estimating the fraction of initial condition which evolve to each state.
The linear stability analysis of the STI chimera can be carried out analytically due to the low values of the nonlinearity parameter. The values of the Lyapunov spectrum obtained analytically in this regime, match the numerically obtained values. Two of the Lyapunov exponents of the system turn out to be positive, implying that the temporal evolution of the STI chimera is hyperchaotic. Thus, this is one of the very few hyperchaotic chimera solutions seen so far 46 . The laminar (coherent) and burst (incoherent) sites are identified using a pairwise version of the global order parameter. The distribution of the length of laminar and turbulent segments shows exponential behaviour with a higher probability of longer turbulent segments. Due to the global nature of the coupling, the spatiotemporal evolution of the STI chimera depends only on the fraction of laminar and turbulent sites in each subgroup. The average fraction of laminar and turbulent sites in each subgroup saturates to steady state values after an initial transient. These steady state values are used to recreate the phase diagram in this regime. This phase diagram matches exactly the phase diagram obtained via the global and subgroup order parameters, confirming that the average fraction of laminar and turbulent sites in each subgroup is the crucial factor which governs the dynamics of our system. We discuss the implications of our results in practical contexts.
Our paper is organised in the following manner: Section II discusses the coupled sine circle map lattice model under study. In section III, we introduce the complex order parameters and obtain a phase diagram using their calculated values. We also discuss here the variety of phase configurations that can be found when the system is evolved using random initial conditions. Section IV discusses the basin stability of each of attractors including the chimera states. In section V we discuss the behavior of the chimera consisting of a phase synchronised group and desynchronised group with spatiotemporally intermittent regions and obtain the Lyapunov exponents in section V A. A method of identifying and labelling the laminar and burst sites is outlined in section V B and the distribution of laminar and burst segments is discussed in section V C. The evolution of the fraction of laminar and turbulent sites is discussed in section VI and the phase diagram is obtained in terms of their steady-state values. Section VII summarises our conclusions.
II. THE MODEL
Here, we study a lattice of coupled sine circle maps, where the maps are distributed into two groups, which are globally coupled, but with two distinct values for the intragroup and intergroup coupling. The evolution equation for a single sine circle map is given by,
where θ is the phase of the map, 0 < θ < 1 and n is the time step. The parameter Ω denotes the frequency ratio in the absence of nonlinearity and K determines the strength of nonlinearity. A single sine circle map shows Arnold tongues organ-ised by frequency locking and quasi-periodic behaviours 47 . It shows universality in the mode locking structure prior to both the period doubling route to chaos and quasi-periodic route to chaos depending on the value of Ω 47, 48 . The evolution equation for the coupled sine circle map lattice considered here is given by,
Group one Group two The equation above defines the evolution of the ith map in the group σ , where σ takes values 1, 2, and N is the number of maps in each of the groups. We also define the coupling parameters to be ε 11 = ε 22 = ε 1 and ε 12 = ε 21 = ε 2 with the constraint ε 1 + ε 2 = 1. Therefore, our model consists of two groups of identical sine circle maps where N is the number of maps in each group. Each map in a given group is coupled to all the maps in its own group by the parameter ε 1 whereas it is coupled to the maps in the other group by the parameter ε 2 . We note that the evolution equation is completely symmetric under interchange of the group labels, σ = 1, 2. Thus the system in equation 2 is controlled by three independent parameters, K, Ω, ε 1 . A schematic of the CML of Eq. 2 with three lattice sites in each group is shown in figure 1 . This CML is a discrete version of globally coupled oscillator models with two populations, which have been motivated by biological examples of chimera states, such as the unihemispherical sleep patterns of sea mammals 33, 34 . In the oscillator context a model consisting of two groups of identical Kuramoto oscillators representing each hemisphere of brain was proposed by Abrams et al. 4 and showed chimera states. The CML which we discuss has a similar coupling topology, and couples identical sine circle maps, which represent discrete versions of phase oscillator systems.
The system under consideration has many degrees of freedom with maps that are coupled globally with two groups which differ in their intergroup and intragroup coupling. As a consequence of this, different initial conditions generally evolve to distinct attractors with different spatiotemporal properties; e.g. an initial condition where an identical phase is assigned to each site will always evolve to a globally synchronised state. In 29 it was shown that an initial condition, where all the phases of the maps in one group are identical while the maps in the other group are set to random phases between zero and one, evolves to chimera states, clustered chimera states, clustered states etc. at different region in the parameter space.Another initial condition with a system wide splay phase configuration was shown to evolve to a splay phase state, and to splay chimera states depending on the parameters 30 . Initial conditions such as these break the symmetry between the groups. Here, we explore this CML using a very general initial condition where the phases of each of the maps in both of the groups are randomly distributed between zero and one.
We report that at certain parameter values, the fully random initial condition evolves to a chimera state which consists of a spatially phase synchronised group and a spatially and temporally phase desynchronised group (figure 2). At particular values of K, Ω, ε 1 and N we find a chimera phase state with a purely synchronised subgroup where all maps in group one belong to a phase synchronised cluster (see figure 2(a) ) whereas at other parameters we observe chimera states, where the spatially phase synchronised subgroup has defects, as the phases of a small fraction of circle maps do not belong to the synchronised cluster ( figure 2.(d) ). We also see in figure 2 .(b) and (e) that the space time variation of the desynchronised group in both type of chimera states shows spatiotemporally intermittent structures, as synchronised islands in the shape of cones can be observed within the desynchronised phases. Other states can be seen at other parameter values which are discussed in the next section.
III. PHASE DIAGRAM
We note that the system is controlled by the parameters K, Ω, ε 1 . Apart from this set of parameters, the system dynamics also depends on the size, 2N of the system and the initial condition. We fix the size of the system at N = 150 and vary the parameters to look for the chimera phase configuration. To identify the chimera states as seen in figure 2 we use the order parameters, R 1 n , R 2 n , R n and the average phase, Ψ 1 n , Ψ 2 n , Ψ n defined respectively for each of the groups at time step n as, 
It is clear that R 1 n , R 2 n becomes one when the phases of the maps in the corresponding group are synchronised at time step n. In that case, the phases at which the groups synchronise are given by Ψ 1 n , Ψ 2 n respectively. Similarly their values become approximately zero when the phases are uniformly distributed between zero and one. Similar conclusions can be drawn for R n , Ψ n if the whole system is phase synchronised or desynchronised. If all the maps are fully phase synchronised at a time step, then Ψ 1 n and Ψ 2 n become equal at that time step, while R 1 n , R 2 n , R n become one. These properties of these quantities enable us to look for the chimera states of the types shown in figure 2.(c) and (d), as we vary the parameters K, Ω, ε 1 .
It is clear that the minimum number of time steps required for the system to settle into chimera states of interest here is a function of the system size. Figure 3 .(a) shows the variation of the order parameters R 1 n , R 2 n , R n with time for different system sizes, N = 20, 60, 100, 150, 200. It is clear that the Eq. 2 settles from a completely random initial condition to the chimera state shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 .(b) show that the average transient time for systems of smaller sizes is shorter than that required by larger system. Overall we see that the subgroup order parameter R 1 n rises to values above 0.8 after three hundred thousand time steps, and slowly tends to one approximately after three million time steps, while the subgroup order parameter R 2 n becomes zero. Such values of the group wise order parameters imply the existence of chimera phase configurations. The space time variation of the phases of the maps at intermediate time steps show that the CML is in mixed configurations which are different (see Fig. 4 .(a), (b)) from the chimera states under consideration. Here we always evolve the system for 3 × 10 6 iterations or more, in all our subsequent numerical calculations.
We obtain a phase diagram for the parameter value Ω = 0.27 and vary the parameters K, ε 1 in the range 10 −8 < K < 1 and 0 < ε 1 < 1. At each values of these parameters we use a fixed set of initial phase values which are randomly distributed between zero and one. We calculate R 1 n , R 2 n , R n for 10 5 time steps and calculate the average after the system of Eq.2 is iterated for three million time steps. Figure 5 show the values of R 1 , R 2 and R respectively with the variation of K, ε 1 at Ω = 0.27.
The chimera state is seen in the region where R 1 ≈ 1, R 2 ≈ 0. These show the existence of the chimera states ( Fig. 2. (c)) in a region in K, ε 1 space approximately given by 0.8 < ε 1 < 1, 10 −6 < K < 10 −3 surrounded by other phase configurations around it whose snapshots are shown in Fig. 6 . A magnified We obtain a chimera state when either R 1 or R 2 is one and the value of the other quantity is near zero. We get this condition at several of the parameter values for Ω = 0.27. In particular when −6 < log 10 K < −4 and 0.8 < ε 1 < 1.0, at some parameters we find, case 1 : Fig. 2 .(c)) which indicates the chimera states with pure synchronisation in the synchronised group. Case 2 corresponds to chimera states with defects in the synchronised group for which we find R 1 1 and R 2 ≈ 0 ( Fig. 2.(f) ). The temporal variation of R 1 , R 2 also shows this behaviour. At each parameter value we use a random initial condition and iterate the system initially for 4 × 10 6 time steps, after which the order parameters (R 1 , R 2 , R) are calculated and averaged over 10 5 time steps. The region where chimera states are seen is identified by the order parameter values R 1 ≈ 1 and R 2 ≈ 0. A magnified version of this region (enclosed by the rectangle) along with the pure states in the boundary is given in Fig. 7 .
In this paper we are mainly interested in the region of the parameter space where the chimera states are seen and its transition to other phase configurations which are shown in Figs. 6. Figure 7 shows that the fully desynchronised states seen in the region −5.5 < log 10 K < −4 and 0.65 < ε 1 < 0.8 transform to chimera states at ε 1 = 0.8. The global phase desynchronised state seen between −8 < log 10 K < −5.5 and 0.8 < ε 1 < 1 transforms to chimera states as log 10 K increases beyond −5.5. Between the parameter values −4 < log 10 K < −3 and 0.65 < ε 1 < 1 the chimera states transform to two clustered states. The transitions between these phase configurations due to the variation of the parameters K, ε 1 is better understood from the variation of the order parameters R 1 , R 2 at different cross sections of the phase diagram in the Fig. 7 . Figure 8 .(a) shows the variation of R 1 n and R 2 n with values of ε 1 lying in the range between 0.65 and one for K = 10 −5 . It can be seen that both the subgroup order parameters R 1 , R 2 take values near zero when ε 1 is less than 0.8. These values of the order parameters suggest that the system is in a fully phase desynchronised phase configuration for this range of ε 1 and K values. When the parameter ε 1 > 0.8 we see that R 1 = 1 for group one and R 2 ≈ 0 zero for group two indicating a chimera phase configuration. When ε 1 → 1 we see from Fig. 8 .(a) that R 1 1 while R 2 ≈ 0. This indicates that some of the circle maps from the group one have phases that do not belong to the synchronised cluster at these values of ε 1 . As discussed earlier, this indicates the presence of a chimera phase state with defects in the synchronised group. We take another cross section of this phase diagram at the parameter ε 1 = 0.93 in Fig. 8 .(b) that shows the variation R 1 and R 2 with log 10 K as it increases from −6 to −2. We find that the subgroup order parameters take values R 1 = 1 and R 2 ≈ 0 near log 10 K ≈ −5.7 implying the existence of the chimera phase configuration till log 10 K ≈ −3.3. When log 10 K lies between −3.36 and −2.9 we observe an interchange between these two states for a small variation of K. We find R 1 and R 2 both become one when log 10 K > −2.7. In the next section we discuss the properties of the chimera states shown in Fig. 2 .
IV. BASIN STABILITY
In the previous section, we have identified all the distinct spatiotemporal states found in different parameter regions of the phase diagram. We note that due to the large dimensional nature of the phase space, multiattractor solutions exist, and different initial conditions can go to different attractors at the same parameter values. The fraction of random initial conditions that go to a given attractor constitute a measure of the volume of its basin of attraction and also indicate the probability for a random initial condition to evolve to the attractor. Recently, Menck et.al. 49 showed that the volume of the basin of attraction of an attractor can be interpreted as a measure of its global stability. In this section we discuss the basin stability of the states seen in the phase diagram of the previous section. The discussion of the basin stability of the chimera state is particularly interesting. containing the chimera state STI structures (case 1 and 2). We note that the chimera states shown in both Figs. 5 and 7 exhibit phase synchronisation in group one and STI structures in group two. Its clear that due to symmetry in the evolution Eq. 2 discussed earlier in section II, there exists a mirror version of this chimera where the nature of the dynamics of the groups are interchanged which can be accessed via a different set of random initial conditions (see figure 9) . The fraction of initial conditions which yields each of these symmetric configurations are also similar implying equal basin volumes (see Fig. 10 ). In addition to this, Fig. 10 plotted for K = 10 −4 , Ω = 0.27, ε 1 = 0.94, N = 150 indicates that due to the multistability of this system (Eq. 2) a fraction of the initial conditions evolve to the other states (case 3 -5) , with basins of stability with volume proportional to the fraction in the histogram.
It is useful to examine the basin stability of all the states observed in the K − ε 1 space. We examine a 30 × 30 grid for the range −6 < log 10 K < −2,0.65 < ε 1 < 1, with Ω fixed at 0.27. At each grid point we choose 400 sets of initial conditions with θ values chosen randomly between zero and one. The system in Eq. 2 is then evolved from each of these initial conditions for 4 × 10 6 time steps to the final state. The nature of the final state is then identified using the complex order parameters, R, R 1 , R 2 , which take the specific values for different final states as described in the previous section. Figs 11 and 12 show that all attractors listed in cases 1 -5 have a finite non-zero basin stability in the region bounded by −6 < log 10 K < −2 and 0.75 < ε 1 < 1 . Fig. 11 .a shows that the fraction of initial conditions that evolve to the chimera state (case 1, 2) varies between 0.2 and 0.6 in the region specified by −5.5 < log 10 K < −3 and 0.8 < ε 1 < 1. This fraction is less than 0.2 when ε 1 < 0.8 and tends to zero when log 10 K < −5.5 and log 10 K > −2. In Fig.11 .b we find that the globally phase desynchronised state has low basin stability in a significant portion of the parameter region of interest and the fraction of initial conditions that evolve to it less than 0.2 when log 10 K > −6. However it is near one when log 10 K < −6 for all values of ε 1 . The two phase clustered state is a favoured state when K > 10 −3 (see Fig. 12a ). The probability for completely random initial condition to evolve to a fully synchronised state is however low in the entire parameter space examined, as can be seen in Fig.  12.b. Figs. 13 shows the basin stability of the two mirror chimera states. It is clear that the two states appear with approximately equal probability in the region of interest in the region −5.5 < log 10 K < −3 and 0.8 < ε 1 < 1. We note that the basin volume of the two phase cluster states is of similar magnitude in this region. These figures appear to indicate the existence of riddling in the basins of attraction of the final states. In future we hope to explore this in detail.
V. CHIMERA STATES WITH STI LIKE STRUCTURES IN THE DESYNCHRONISED GROUP
The region in the phase diagram where chimera states with spatiotemporally intermittent behaviour are seen in the K, ε 1 parameter space for Ω = 0.27 is clearly identified in the phase diagram of Fig. 7 . As mentioned earlier, this is the region where R 1 takes value 1, and R 2 is zero. It can be seen from the space time plots and the temporal variation of the order parameter R 1 (see Fig. 2 ) for this chimera state that the maps in the synchronised group are spatially phase synchronised but the phase at which they synchronise is not a temporal fixed point as shown by the variation of Ψ 1 (Figs. 2.c and f) . The variation of R 2 , Ψ 2 in Figs. 2.c and 2.(f) maps in the desynchronised group can be seen to be spatially and temporally desynchronised. Here we carry out the linear stability analysis of this chimera states for the parameters that where such solutions are seen and calculate the Lyapunov exponents.
A. Linear stability analysis and Lyapunov spectrum
We find the stability of the chimera states with spatiotemporal intermittent regions, by calculating the eigenvalues of the one step Jacobian matrix.
Here A, B,C, D are N × N block matrices which have the form, The snapshots of (a) the chimera state where group one are phase synchronised while group two is phase desynchronised and (b) chimera state where group one is phase desynchronised and maps in group two is phase synchronised. At parameters Ω = 0.27, K = 10 −4 , ε 1 = 0.94, N = 150 two different initial conditions were used to obtain the above snapshots. The volume of the basin of attraction of chimera state with synchronisation in group one and phase desynchronisation in group is 18.5% of the total phase space while the same measure for the mirrored version is 19%. The basin volume of the fully phase desynchronised state is 15.5% while for the two phase clustered state and fully phase synchronised state they are 46% and 1% respectively of the total phase space.
where f (θ σ n (i)) = 1 − K cos(2πθ σ n (i)) and σ = 1, 2 denote each group. The chimera states are seen in regimes where the nonlinearity parameter K takes low values (< 10 −3 ) (see the phase diagram in Fig. 7 ). Using this, and the fact that |cos2πθ σ n (i)| ≤ 1, the quantity f (θ σ n (i)) = 1 − K cos 2πθ σ n (i) ≈ (1 − α) where the upper bound on the value of α is K in the chimera region. Using this approximation, the one step Jacobian matrix takes the form,
where,
Here J c (Eq. A7) is a 2N × 2N block circulant matrix 50 which can be block diagonalised using a matrix P 50,51 ,
where I N is a N × N identity matrix and F 2 is a 2 × 2 Fourier matrix 50 of the form,
with ω = exp( 2πi 2 ) = cos π + i sin π = −1. So we have
where A
A + B and A − B are block circulant matrices 50 . The jth eigenvalue λ j of the matrix A + B and A − B is given by,
where ω is the N th root of unity i.e. ω = exp( 2πi N ). Setting j = 0 we obtain the zeroth eigenvalues of the matrices A + B, A − B. So,
For any j > 0 we have
where we use ε 1 + ε 2 = 1 and 1 + ω j + ω 2 j + · · · + ω (N−1) j = 0. So the eigenvalues of the matrix J * c for K → 0, are 2(1 − α), 2ε 1 (1 − α) and 2N − 2 fold degenerate eigenvalues 1 − α. Therefore the Lyapunov exponents are, Fig. 14b that λ 1 , λ 2 calculated in Eq. 22 start to deviate from numerically calculated values when log 10 K > −3, as in this range the approximation to the Jacobian is not correct, i.e. J ≈ J c . We note that two of the Lyapunov exponents obtained in range studied, viz λ 1 and λ 2 are positive. Hence the maps in the chimera regime show hyperchaotic behaviour. We note that chimera state with hyperchaotic temporal dynamics has been observed earlier in coupled oscillator systems 46 , where again a hyperchaotic STI chimera has been seen. We note that this is one of the few instances where the temporal dynamics of the chimera state with spatiotemporally intermittent structure is found to be hyperchaotic in nature. The stability analysis shown here applies to all the final states that appear in the region of the phase diagram when K is negligibly small. The linear stability analysis of globally synchronised state (Case 4) and two clustered state (Case 5) is carried out for arbitrary value of K in appendix A.
We examine the temporal dynamics of the chimera states via the site return maps by randomly choosing a typical site from each of the groups (see figure 15 ). We observe that there is a distinct difference between the return map of a site from group one and group two. The return maps for groups one and two show non-banded and banded structures respectively. The noninvertible nature of the return map of a site belonging to the synchronised group can be clearly seen in Fig. 15a . The space time behaviour of the phases of the circle maps in the desynchronised group suggest the existence of synchronised islands with identical phases inside clusters of spatiotemporally phase desynchronised sites. We analyse this spatiotemporal intermittent structure of the incoherent group in the next section.
B. Identifying the laminar and burst sites
We begin the analysis of the spatiotemporally intermittent structure in the incoherent group of the chimera state by identifying the intermittent synchronised islands (laminar) within the desynchronised phases (burst) in the incoherent group. The existence of global coupling between the maps imply that the neighbourhood of each map is essentially the entire system. The coupling terms in the evolution Eq. 2 also show that phase of any map at a time step depends on phases of all maps in the system at previous time step. Therefore in order to locate the intermittent synchronised sites we must consider the all the maps at a given time step as well as the previous time step.
We consider any two sites (i, j) as laminar sites when the phases of the circle maps at these sites are such that the quantity ∆ σ ,σ i j = 1 2 exp(2πiθ σ (i)) + exp(2πiθ σ ( j)) − 1 is less than an assigned cutoff value set by the parameter δ . The quantity ∆ σ ,σ i j , which can also be considered as a two site order parameter (compare with the definition of R 1 , R 2 , R of the group-wise and global order parameter given in Eq. 5), is used instead of directly computing the phase difference because ∆ σ ,σ i j takes into account the fact that equation 2 has a modulo one operation. It is necessary to take account of the global coupling topology to identify the laminar and burst sites. By taking into account of the global coupling topology, we identify the laminar and burst sites in the spatiotemporal variation of the phases of the CML in two steps which we describe here :
1. We consider the phases of the CML at two consecutive time steps, n and n − 1. The phase of the map at site i in group σ at time step n, is denoted as θ σ n (i). We choose two sites each from time steps n − 1 and n that can belong to any of the groups and they are denoted by θ σ n−1 ( j) and θ σ n (i). We now check if ∆ σ ,σ i j < δ for all i = 1, 2, · · · , N for both σ = 1, 2 and label those lattice sites as laminar, if the corresponding phase, θ σ n (i) satisfies the condition, ∆ σ ,σ i j < δ . We also label the lattice site at θ σ n−1 ( j) as laminar if at least one such i is found for which ∆ σ ,σ i j < δ (see Fig. 16.(a) for reference) . We repeat this method for j = 1, 2, · · · , N for σ = 1, 2. We thus check if there is any temporal infection between the sites at time step n − 1 and time step n. Once the laminar sites at time step n are identified by this method we check if there is any spatial infection between sites. We describe this in next step.
, N when σ = σ and for j = 1, 2, · · · , N except j = i when σ = σ and we check the condition
A simple schematic is shown in Fig. 16 .(b) for clarification. We label θ σ n (i) as a laminar site at time step n if the condition is satisfied at least once.
After checking the phases of the maps at all sites at time step n for temporal and spatial infections for laminarity in a similar fashion, we move on to the phases of the maps in the next time step. The intermittent synchronised and burst sites in a given spatiotemporal variation of the maps can all be identified in this way. In the next section we find the distribution of laminar and burst segments in the incoherent group of the chimera states.
C. Distribution of laminar and burst lengths
We note that the co-evolving maps are placed at consecutively numbered sites on a one dimensional lattice, with maps situated at sites 1 to N being identified as belonging to one Here, we find the number of consecutive sites which are laminar or burst sites at a given time in the phase desynchronised subgroup region during the evolution of chimera states. Thus the length of a laminar (l L )/burst (I B ) segment can vary from 0 to N. The probability P(l L ) for a laminar segment of length l L to exist during a given time interval is the ratio of the total number of laminar segments of all lengths in this time period. The resulting distribution P(l L ) of the laminar segments as well as the burst segments P(l B ) is plotted in Figs. 17 and 18 , and is seen to follow exponential behaviour α exp(−β l) irrespective of system size. Thus, long laminar and burst segments are not very probable. This is unlike the case of spatiotemporal intermittency in systems with diffusive coupling where power law distributions are seen for laminar lengths [52] [53] [54] . Table I lists the values of α L , β L for laminar segments and α B , β B for the burst segments for different system sizes.
VI. SIGNATURES OF THE TRANSITION FROM THE CHIMERA STATE AND REPRODUCTION OF THE PHASE DIAGRAM
We have noted earlier that the crucial element which governs whether the map at a given site remains in the laminar or burst state, after time evolution from step n to step n + 1, is the number of maps in each subgroup whose phase angles are in the laminar or burst phase, at step n, as defined by the pairwise order parameter. This also turns out to be the key element in the existence of the spatiotemporally intermittent chimera. The phase diagram of Fig. 7 which focusses on the chimera region and its boundaries, is constructed using the global order parameter (R n , and group-wise order parameters R 1 n , R 2 n ) which differentiate between fully phase synchronised configurations, partially phase synchronised configurations (e.g. chimera states) and fully phase desynchronised configurations. This phase diagram, as well as the cross section taken at log 10 K = −5.5 (see Fig. 8 .a) show that at ε 1 ≈ 0.8 there is a transition from the fully desynchronised state to chimera states. Here we show that an identical phase diagram, and the signatures of these transitions can be reproduced using the average fraction of laminar sites m σ which is defined to be
N where x σ (n) is the number of laminar sites at any time step n 55 . If this quantity is plotted as a function of time as in Fig. 19 it can be seen that after an initial transient, m σ settles to the fixed values shown in table II. These are the m σ values in the chimera state and fully phase desynchronised state.
Figs. 20a and 20b show the variation of m σ with ε 1 and K respectively. The variation of m 1 , m 2 clearly indicates the transition from the fully phase desynchronised state to the chimera phase state in the CML (see Fig. 20.(a) ) with increasing values of ε 1 . Here, m 1 , m 2 ≈ 0.55 (phase desynchronized values) when ε 1 < 0.81 and m 1 ≈ 1, m 2 ≈ 0 (chimera state) when ε 1 > 0.81. In fact between the parameter values ε 1 = 0.808 and 0.828 we observe that m 1 = 1 and m 2 ≈ 0 which identifies a chimera state with a purely phase synchronised subgroup. When ε 1 > 0.828 we find that m 1 1 indicating that there are defects in the synchronised group. The number of defects slowly increases as ε 1 increases to one for this fixed value of K. Comparing Figs. 8.(a) and 20(a) we can see that the quantity m σ can differentiate correctly between the chimera with a purely synchronised subgroup and the chimera state with defects in the synchronised subgroup. The variation of the order parameters in Fig. 8 .b shows another cross section taken at another parameter in the phase diagram, viz. ε 1 = 0.93, where similar behaviour is found in the variation of m 1 and m 2 (see Fig. 20.(b) ). To compare this through the quantity m σ , we find that when −5.2 < log 10 K < −4.3 chimeras with defects in the phase synchronised cluster appear as m 1 1, m 2 ≈ 0 in this range, while the chimera states with a purely synchro- nised subgroup appear when −4.3 < log 10 K < −3.4, since in this range of K, m 1 = 1, m 2 ≈ 0. We now reproduce the phase diagram for the range of parameters given by −8 < log 10 K < −2 and 0.65 < ε 1 < 1 for Ω = 0.27, using the quantities m 1 and m 2 , i.e. the average fraction of laminar sites in groups one and two. It can be seen from Figures 21.(a) and (b) that the average fraction of laminar sites correctly replicates the chimera configuration in the region approximately given by 0.8 < ε 1 < 1 and −5.5 < log 10 K < −4. We see that other types of configurations are also seen near the boundary of this region. Chimera configurations are seen for ε values, such that ε 1 > 0.8, whereas fully desynchronised configurations are seen for values of ε 1 < 0.8. Two clustered states are found between −4 < log 10 K < −3 for 0.8 < ε 1 < 1 at the boundary of the parameter region which show the chimera states. We see that for this range of ε 1 and for log 10 K > −3, both m 1 and m 2 are one, indicating the existence of two clustered states. Within the same range of ε 1 if we decrease K we see that defects start to appear in group one, as m 1 decreases from one. As log 10 K approaches −6 the number of defects increases for this range of ε 1 . For log 10 K values close to −6 the defects in group one cause the values m 1 to be be comparable to m 2 implying that the chimera configuration is lost. Similarly, the fraction m 1 1 as ε 1 increases from 0.8 to one when log 10 K is between the range −5.5 and −4 implying the appearance of defects in the synchronised group. The fully desynchronised phase configuration with 0.5 < m 1 , m 2 < 0.6 is seen at the parameters −5.5 < log 10 K < −4 and ε 1 < 0.8 in Fig. 20 . Thus the average fraction of laminar sites calculated for the final state accurately reproduces the phase diagram of the CML in the region of interest and verifies the interaction between the sites during the spatiotemporal evolution of each attractor. 
VII. CONCLUSION
To summarise, we have analysed a system which shows novel chimera behaviour, viz. a mixed state with a synchronised part and a spatiotemporally intermittent part. This behaviour is seen in a coupled map lattice consisting of two groups of globally coupled sine circle maps with different values of intergroup coupling and intra-group coupling. The system, when evolved with random initial conditions, shows a variety of solutions in different regions of the parameter space. A phase diagram is obtained using the complex order parameter, and the basin stability of each type of solution in the context of multiattractor behaviour is discussed. We note that the basin stability of the chimera states, is large in the chimera region, with the chimera and its mirror version being equally probable at all parameter values. We note that the STI chimeras are seen at very small values of the nonlinearity parameter K (10 −5.5 K 10 −3 ), where the map behaviour is very close to the behaviour of coupled shift maps. Analytic techniques can be effectively applied in this regime, and confirm the results obtained numerically. The Lyapunov exponent spectrum in this regime is calculated by both methods, and turns out to have two positive exponents, confirming that the chimera seen here is a hyperchaotic chimera. We note that very few examples of hyperchaotic chimeras have been seen earlier 46 . The parameter values in this regime is similar to the regime where splay chimera states have been seen earlier, with splay initial conditions 30 . However, none of the splay states observed show hyperchaotic behaviour. One application context where such low values of K can be realised is that of coupled Josephson junction arrays with high values of capacitance 56 .
The spatiotemporally intermittent chimera seen here shows co-existing laminar and burst states, which are identified via a pairwise order parameter. The distribution of laminar and turbulent lengths drops off exponentially, due to global coupling, unlike the power law behaviour seen at some parameter values for locally diffusive coupling 53, 54 . The global nature of the coupling used here, and the distinct values of intergroup and intragroup coupling, implies that the observed behaviour is dependent on the number of laminar and turbulent sites in each subgroup. The average fraction of laminar and burst sites saturates to steady state values after an initial transient. This average fraction can be used to construct the phase diagram in the vicinity of the chimera region. This phase diagram matches exactly the phase diagram constructed via the 10 K varies between −6 and −2 keeping ε 1 fixed at 0.93 with Ω = 0.27. Chimera states with defects in the synchronised group appear when log 10 K < −4.27 while chimera states with purely phase synchronised group appear between −4.3 < log 10 K < −3.4. When log 10 K is between −3.36 and −2.9 we observe that the system fluctuates between purely phase synchronised chimera state and two clustered state with small variations of K. The system settles to the two clustered state when log 10 K > −2.9. parameter between −8 < log 10 K < −2, 0.65 < ε 1 < 1 with Ω = 0.27 and N = 150. At each point a completely random initial condition between zero and one was used. These are used to identify the phases as explained in Sec VI.
order parameter, confirming that the average number of laminar and turbulent sites is the crucial factor in the spatiotemporal dynamics of the chimera. A cellular automaton with global coupling which incorporates these features can be easily constructed. We hope to explore this approach in future work, and examine its consequences for the analysis of the chimera state. We also hope to explore the consequences of the hyperchaotic behaviour seen in the chimera state seen here, and its implications for experimental systems such as coupled laser models and Josephson junction arrays where such chimeras can be realised. The eigenvalues λ j of the matrix C + D and C − D is given by,
where ω is the N th root of unity i.e. ω = exp( disc in the Gershgorin row region r j is,
for j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1
The radius of the ith disc in the column region is
for j = {0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1}
Since the centres of every disc in the Gershgorin row and column region lie on the real axis, the two bounds set by the Gershgorin row and column regions are given by the two largest numbers at which the discs from each of these sets intersect the real axis i.e. max(c σ j + r σ j ) and max(c σ i + s σ i ) for σ = 1, 2 and i, j = 0, 1, · · · , 2N − 1. The required bound on the eigenvalues is the minimum of these two values. So the upper bound on the eigenvalues of Jacobian for the two clustered state is, min max c for σ = 1, 2 and i, j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 2N − 1. Fig. 22 shows that the largest eigenvalue as calculated numerically, almost saturates the upper bound of the system.
